These instructions are for mounting FPS 4ft fixture to 3/4"NPT / 1.05"diameter pipe.
See FPS Installations Instructions (LBL1370) for wiring and maintenance information.

1) Slide bracket (1A) thru pipe (2A). Place both U-Clamps (3A) over pipe and thru slots in bracket (1A). Assemble with 1/4" locknuts (3B) and washers (3C). Adjust vertical position of bracket (1A) to allow space for junction box. Rotate bracket (1A) for proper fixture orientation and tighten all four 1/4" locknuts (3B).

2) Install fixture end brackets (4A). Position end bracket (4A) with stud (4C) pointing toward outside. Secure in place using 2x, 1/4" locknuts (5A) and washers (5B). Repeat on the other end of fixture.

3) Insert 1/4" star lockwashers (5C) onto center stud (4C) on end brackets (4A). Install fixture assembly to bracket (1A), making sure 1/4" star lockwashers (5C) is between end brackets (4A) and bracket (1A).

4) Rotate fixture to correct position, perpendicular to area to be illuminated. Tighten in place using 1/4" locknuts (6A) and washer (6B) on both ends of bracket (1A).